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Abstract
Objectives: This study was designed to assess the accuracy of photorefraction and wavefront-based autorefraction in
children under 3 years of age.
Methods: A cross-sectional study was performed with children who had no ocular abnormalities other than a refractive
error and were less than 3 years old. Spot Vision Screener (Welch Allyn Inc., Skaneateles Falls, NY, USA) was used for
photorefraction and SureSight Vision Screener (Welch Allyn, Skaneateles Falls, NY) was used for autorefraction. The
measurements were performed with both devices before and after cycloplegia. The results were compared with those
obtained using cycloplegic retinoscopy. The assessments were performed in terms of spherical equivalent (SE) values and
Jackson cross-cylinder power values (J0 and J45).
Results: A total of 305 children with a mean age of 15.1±10.4 months were included. The mean SE values measured
with the Spot Vision and SureSight before cycloplegia were 0.43±0.75 D and 0.90±0.86 D, respectively. Following cycloplegia, the mean SE values were 1.80±1.25 D and 1.55±1.40 D, respectively. The mean SE value obtained with cycloplegic
retinoscopy was 1.53±1.34 D. The mean SE values measured with both devices prior to cycloplegia were significantly
lower than that measured with cycloplegic retinoscopy (p<0.001). No significant difference was observed between the
cycloplegic SE values obtained with SureSight and retinoscopy (p=0.66). Spot Vision yielded significantly higher cycloplegic
SE values compared with cycloplegic retinoscopy (p<0.001).
Conclusion: Both devices underestimated SE values in comparison with cycloplegic retinoscopy in children under 3 years
of age. Wavefront-based autorefraction performed with cycloplegia may be an alternative to cycloplegic retinoscopy, but
needs confirmation.
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Introduction
Amblyopia is the most common cause of preventable visual
impairment in children and young adults, with a reported
prevalence that ranges between 2% and 5% (1). The earlier
the diagnosis and intervention are performed, the better the
outcomes (2).
High refractive errors are one of the main causes of ambly-

opia (3). The gold standard to determine refractive errors in
childhood is cycloplegic retinoscopy. However, the technique
has disadvantages in that it requires a certain level of experience, it requires the child’s cooperation, it is a time-consuming
procedure, there are risks related to administering cycloplegic
drops, and the reproducibility rates are low (4,5).
Handheld autorefractors and photorefractometers capable of making non-cycloplegic measurements from a certain
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distance are available as another option to detect refractive
errors in childhood (6, 7). These devices have the benefit
of quicker and easier measurements and requiring minimal
cooperation. Higher repeatability rates and the ability to
reduce accommodation by making relatively distanced measurements are also advantages (8).
It is not entirely clear whether or not these devices can be
an adequate alternative to cycloplegic retinoscopy. Previous
studies have reported varying degrees of difference between
cycloplegic retinoscopic measurements and non-cycloplegic
measurements obtained with these devices, depending on the
age of the study population and the devices studied (9-19).
Most studies assessing the accuracy of these devices have
included a wide pediatric age range. There are few studies
of patients under the age of 3, which is the group for whom
the devices might be most beneficial (20). To the best of our
knowledge, no study has yet specifically assessed the 2 devices examined in this study in patients under 3 years of age.
The objective was to evaluate the accuracy of photorefraction and wavefront-based autorefraction with these tools in
this age group.

Methods
This cross-sectional study was performed on children under the age of 3 who were presented at an ophthalmology
outpatient clinic for a routine eye examination between May
2017 and September 2017. The research was conducted in
compliance with the ethical principles of the Helsinki Declaration and approved by the institutional review board. The Institutional Review Board of Etlik Zübeyde Hanim Women's Health
Education and Research Hospital (Date: 05.06.2020, Number: 08).

Spot Vision Screener (Welch Allyn Inc., Skaneateles Falls,
NY, USA) was used for photorefraction and SureSight Vision
Screener (Welch Allyn Inc., Skaneateles Falls, NY, USA) device was used for autorefraction.
Spot Vision is a portable, handheld, infrared photoscreener that automatically and simultaneously analyzes the
pupillary red reflex in both eyes and provides information
about non-cycloplegic refraction values, interpupillary distance, pupil diameter, and any deviation. It can take measurements in as little as 2 seconds from a distance of 1 meter.
Random visual patterns on the front of the device and an
audible sound emitted attract the child’s attention. The measurement screen displays a distance warning to facilitate use,
as well as useful information about ambient lighting when
the pupil size is inadequate. The screen reports whether the
subject is too far or too close and displays a spinning circle
and the child's face during data acquisition. The device is
capable of making spherical measurements between -7.50
and 7.50 D, and cylindrical measurements between -3.00 and
3.00 D. Additionally, it can measure deviation up to 20° in
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superior, temporal, and nasal directions, as well as measuring
pupil size ranging from 4 mm to 9 mm.
The SureSight autorefractor is based on a Shack-Hartmann wavefront analyzer. The device takes monocular
measurements from an approximate range of 35 cm. Attention-grabbing sounds ensure the child’s focus and inform
the user about the range of measurement. The device can
make spherical measurements at a range of -4.50 D to 5.50
D and cylindrical measurements at a range of 0 D to -4.00
D. Measurements outside of that range are displayed as 9.99
or -9.99. The device can make measurements in 2 different
modes: child mode and adult mode. In child mode, the device takes into account children’s accommodation characteristics and automatically adds 2.00 D to spherical values.
Patients with a history of ocular surgery, eccentric fixation,
nystagmus, or opacity affecting the optical axis were excluded
from the study, since the goal was to assess the accuracy of
the devices. Patients with refractive errors that were outside
the measurement range of the devices were also excluded.
Each patient was examined in the following order:
1. Measurement with Spot Vision (Since a longer distance
can be used, it was performed first so as not to scare the
child.)
2. Measurement with SureSight (child mode)
3. Evaluation of fixation and eye movements and assessment of accommodation with dynamic retinoscopy
4. A preliminary examination, including the Hirschberg test,
cover/uncover test, and alternate cover test
5. Induction of cycloplegia (administration of tropicamide
0.5% and phenylephrine 2.5% for infants younger than 6
months of age, and cyclopentolate 0.5% and phenylephrine 2.5% for older infants) The second stage of the study
was performed after a 45-minute wait
6. Re-measurement with Spot Vision
7. Re-measurement with SureSight (adult mode)
8. Retinoscopy with handheld corrective lenses (Heine Beta
200; Heine Optotechnik GmbH & Co., Gilching, Germany)
9. Fundus examination with an indirect ophthalmoscope
(Heine Video Omega 2C; Heine Optotechnik GmbH &
Co., Gilching, Germany)
All of the measurements were performed by the first author of the manuscript, an ophthalmologist with more than
2 years of experience with the study devices, and the retinoscopy was randomly performed by both authors. All of
the assessments were performed before noon and in the
same room.
Spherical, cylindrical, and spherical equivalent (SE) values
were evaluated. Since traditional analysis of the astigmatic
component is problematic, the mean spherical, cylindrical,
and axis components were converted to vectorial values using the following formula reported by Thibos (21):
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Spherical equivalent diopter (D) = sphere (D) + [cylinder (D)/2],
Jackson cross-cylinder at axis 0° ( J0) = (–[cylinder (D)/2]
cos[2 × axis]), and
Jackson cross-cylinder at axis 45° ( J45) = (–[cylinder
(D)/2] sin[2 × axis]).
In this conversion, S denotes the spherical value, C denotes the negative cylindrical value, and axis denotes the angular value in terms of radians. Three optical components
are determined: the spherical equivalent value and 2 Jackson
cross-cylinder values. J0 represents the powers at 90° and
180°, with negative values indicating against-the-rule astigmatism and positive values indicating with-the-rule astigmatism. J45 values denote oblique astigmatism. Positive J45
values define 135° and negative values define an astigmatic
component of 45°.
As the measured values yielded a high correlation between the right and left eyes, the assessments were performed using the right-eye measurements. Continuous variables were expressed as the mean±SD and the categorical
variables as numbers and percentages. The normality of data
distribution was tested with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
The agreement between non-cycloplegic and cycloplegic retinoscopic measurements was tested with Bland-Altman analysis. A 95% limits of agreement was determined using 1.96 x
SD. Correlations between the differences in measurements
and refraction values were tested with Pearson or Spearman
correlation analysis, depending on the data distribution. A p
value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
A total of 339 children were recruited into the study at baseline. It was observed that Spot Vision did not obtain a refractive result in 8 patients (2.4% of patients) and SureSight did
not yield a refractive result in 26 patients (7.7% of patients)

due to high refractive errors beyond the instruments’ dioptric
range (out of range). These patients were excluded from the
research, and the final study group consisted of 305 children.
Of the 305 patients, 155 were girls and 150 were boys.
The median age was 11 months and the mean age was 15±10
months (range: 3-36 months).
All of the children had demonstrated fixation and following a near object. In dynamic retinoscopy, anisometropia was
suspected in 7 patients and high hyperopia in 10 patients,
and the findings were confirmed with cycloplegic retinoscopy. Strabismus was detected in 3 patients.
The mean refractive value obtained with both devices
and cycloplegic retinoscopy are shown in Table 1. Comparisons of measurements are displayed in Table 2.

Comparison of the non-cycloplegic device measurements with cycloplegic retinoscopy results
The non-cycloplegic SE values obtained with both devices
were significantly lower than the SE values measured with
cycloplegic retinoscopy (p<0.001, paired t-test). That difference was greater with Spot Vision than with SureSight (-1.10
D vs. -0.63 D). The 95% limits of agreement of SE values was
-3.50 to 1.30 D for Spot Vision and -3.30 to 2.10 D for SureSight. The Bland-Altman graphics showing the agreement
between the non-cycloplegic device measurements and cycloplegic retinoscopy are provided in Figure 1.
The difference in SE values between the non-cycloplegic device measurements and the cycloplegic retinoscopy
measurements was less than 0.50 D in 14.1% of patients
when using Spot Vision, and 28.9% with SureSight. The corresponding rate for a 1.00 D difference was 50.9% for Spot
Vision and 59.3% for SureSight. The frequency distribution
of differences between SE values obtained with both devices
with and without cycloplegia and SE values obtained with
cycloplegic retinoscopy are shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. The mean refractive values obtained with the devices studied and cycloplegic retinoscopy
		

SE (D)

J0 (D)

J45 (D)

		

Mean±SD (Range)

Mean±SD (Range)

Mean±SD (Range)

Non-cycloplegic

0.43±0.75 (-1.75 to 3.50)

0.49±0.48 (-0.62 to 2.24)

0.02±0.25 (-0.87 to 0.95)

Cycloplegic

1.80±1.25 (-1.37 to 5.38)

0.53±0.42 (-0.72 to 1.94)

0.00±0.25 (-0.80 to 0.80)

Non-cycloplegic

0.90±0.86 (-2.37 to 3.63)

0.50±0.45 (-0.63 to 1.50)

0.04±0.21 (-0.93 to 0.83)

Cycloplegic

1.55±1.4 (-1.87 to 5.00)

0.42±0.41 (-0.70 to 1.50)

0.04±0.19 (-0.86 to 1.06)

1.53±1.34 (-2.00 to 5.25)

0.44±0.4 (-0.5 to 1.75)

0.00±0.09 (-0.98 to 0.87)

Spot Vision

SureSight

Retinoscopy
Cycloplegic

D: Diopter; SE: Spherical equivalent; J0: Jackson cross-cylinder power at axis 90° and 180°; J45: Jackson cross-cylinder power at axis 45° and 135°.
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Table 2. Comparisons between the measurements obtained with the devices evaluated and cycloplegic retinoscopy
				

SE (D)

J0 (D)

J45 (D)

				

Mean (95% LOA)

Mean (95% LOA)

Mean (95% LOA)

-1.10 (-3.30 to 1.30)*

0.05 (-0.63 to 0.72)**

0.02 (-0.48 to 0.51)

0.27 (-0.94 to 1.47)*

0.09 (-0.56 to 0.74)*

0.00 (-0.51 to 0.50)

SureSight		Retinoscopy
vs.
Non-cycloplegic
Cycloplegic

-0.63 (-3.30 to 2.10)*

0.06 (-0.47 to 0.59)*

0.04 (-0.36 to 0.44)*

SureSight		Retinoscopy
vs.
Cycloplegic
Cycloplegic

0.01 (-1.10 to 1.10)

-0.03 (-0.48 to 0.43)

0.03 (-0.32 to 0.38)*

Spot Vision		
vs.
Non-cycloplegic

Retinoscopy

Spot Vision		
vs.
Cycloplegic

Retinoscopy

Cycloplegic
Cycloplegic

*: significant at p<0.001,**: significant at p<0.05; D: Diopter; SE: Spherical equivalent, J0: Jackson cross-cylinder power at axis 90° and 180°; J45: Jackson crosscylinder power at axis 45° and 135°; LOA: Limit of agreement.

Figure 1. Bland-Altman plots showing agreement between non-cycloplegic device measurements and cycloplegic retinoscopy measurements for
spherical equivalent (SE) and Jackson cross-cylinder power values (J0 and J45).

There was a significant negative correlation between SE values obtained with cycloplegic retinoscopy and the difference in
SE values obtained with both devices without cycloplegia and
cycloplegic retinoscopy (p<0.001, Pearson test). Accordingly,
that difference increased with an increasing degree of hyperopia. This correlation is represented graphically in Figure 3.
The non-cycloplegic J0 and J45 values with both devices
were higher than the cycloplegic retinoscopy J0 and J45 values. That difference was similar for J0 values with both devices, whereas SureSight produced slightly higher J45 values
than Spot Vision.

Comparison of cycloplegic measurements with cycloplegic retinoscopy results
A comparison of cycloplegic device measurements with cycloplegic retinoscopy results revealed that SureSight provided SE measurements similar to those seen with retinoscopy
(p=0.66, paired t-test). Spot Vision’s cycloplegic measurements, on the other hand, were significantly higher than
those of cycloplegic retinoscopy (p<0.001, paired t-test) The
agreement between both cycloplegic devices measurements
and the cycloplegic retinoscopy is shown in Figure 4.
The proportion of patients with a SE difference of less
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Figure 2. Frequency distribution of differences in the spherical equivalent (SE) values obtained with
both devices with and without cycloplegia and the mean SE values obtained with cycloplegic retinoscopy.

than 0.50 D between the cycloplegic device measurements
and cycloplegic retinoscopy measurements was 60% for Spot
Vision and 83.7% for SureSight. The corresponding rate for a
difference <1.00 D was 87.5% for Spot Vision and 96.7% for
SureSight (Fig. 2)
In terms of J0 and J45 values, Spot Vision yielded higher
J0 values but similar J45 values to cycloplegia than cycloplegic
retinoscopy. In contrast, SureSight yielded lower J0 values
but higher J45 values than cycloplegia. Although a statistical-

ly significant difference was found between cycloplegic Spot
Vision J0 values and cycloplegic SureSight J45 values, that
difference did not exceed 0.10 D for any measurement.

Discussion
In the present study, 2 handheld measurement devices using
different principles were compared in a patient population
that was under 3 years of age and found that both devices
underestimated SE values when compared with cycloplegic

Figure 3. Correlation between the mean spherical equivalent (SE) values obtained with cycloplegic
retinoscopy and the difference in SE values obtained with both devices without cycloplegia and cycloplegic retinoscopy.
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Figure 4. Bland-Altman plots showing the agreement between cycloplegic measurements of spherical equivalent (SE) and Jackson cross-cylinder
power values (J0 and J45) obtained with both devices and cycloplegic retinoscopy.

retinoscopy results. This finding became even more prominent as the hyperopia degree increased.
Accommodation has a significant effect on refractive
evaluations. In close-field autorefractors, the phenomenon
of instrument myopia can be largely eliminated using the
fogging method in adults, however, the same does not apply to children (22). It has been reported that fogging was
not sufficient and instrument myopia due to accommodation
persisted among children in close-field autorefractor measurements (23). It has been also shown that the open-field
autorefractors do not adequately solve accommodation in
children (24). Although relocating the focus of these devices at a distance was able to eliminate instrumental myopia,
fixation myopia still led to lower SE values (17). The lower
non-cycloplegic values found in this study can be explained
by fixation myopia.
Most research published to date has reported similar
results to those determined in this study. Among studies
performed with Spot Vision, De Jesus et al. (13) reported
a difference of 0.66 D compared with cycloplegic retinoscopy in a group of patients aged 7 to 50 years. Mu et al. (14)
reported a difference of 0.49 D in 155 patients aged 4 to 7
years. Sharma et al. (18) observed a difference as low as 0.06
D in 219 children aged 0.5 to 5 years. Qian et al. (16) found
a difference of 0.17 D in 113 children aged 4 to 6 years. In
the present study, we noted that the non-cycloplegic values
obtained by Spot Vision were lower by 1.10 D than those recorded with cycloplegic retinoscopy. This result is a bit high-

er than those reported by the studies mentioned. A plausible
explanation could be greater accommodation capacity in the
age group studied.
The SureSight is a handheld autorefractor based on
wavefront technology measures refractive error monocularly and has a child mode for use on children which adds a
correction value of 2.0 D in order to compensate accommodation. Among studies that have examined its accuracy, Stelle et al. (19) found a difference of 0.30 D between
non-cycloplegic SureSight measurements and cycloplegic
retinoscopy measurements in their comparison of Retinomax (Right Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and
SureSight in 35 children aged 3 to 5 years,. Another study
by Schimitzek et al. (25) reported a difference of 1.59 D
with cycloplegic retinoscopy among 51 patients aged 2 to
76 years. This study found a difference of 0.63 D, which is
greater than that observed by Stelle et al. (19). This may
be due to the age group of the enrolled patients. Interestingly, the difference reported by Schimitzek et al. (25) was
significantly greater than that of both our study and Stelle
et al. (19), despite the older age of the study group. The
major reason seems to be that child mode was not used for
non-cycloplegic measurements in that study.
Accuracy analysis of the cycloplegic measurements of
both devices indicated that the cycloplegic measurements
were more closely related to those of cycloplegic retinoscopy than the non-cycloplegic measurements, in terms of SE
values. Although cycloplegic measurements with SureSight
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also yielded very close results, the cycloplegic measurements
with Spot Vision were higher by about 0.25 D. Yilmaz Kiyak et al. (9) found that cycloplegic measurements with the
PlusOptix S04 (PlusOptix GmbH, Nuremberg, Germany),
another photoscreener that uses the same principle, were
higher by 1.06 D. Similarly, Yassa et al. (26) reported that
cycloplegic measurements with PlusOptix were higher by
0.78 D. Özdemir et al. (27) found that photorefraction with
cycloplegia led to overestimation of SE and spherical power. Schimitzek et al. (17), on the other hand, reported that
PlusOptix made cycloplegic measurements that were 0.12 D
lower in an adult patient group (median age: 43 years). The
higher SE values found in our research using Spot Vision support 3 of these studies; the results reported by Schimitzek et
al. (17) may have been different due to an adult group. Such
a difference with cycloplegia is likely to have resulted from
the effect of pupil dilation (28). A study examining the cycloplegic accuracy of SureSight reported only a very slight difference (0.01 D) compared with cycloplegic measurements
(25). Our results were consistent.
Our assessment of the astigmatic values of Spot Vision
and SureSight devices revealed that both measured non-cycloplegic J0 values a bit higher without cycloplegia, and with
cycloplegia they were higher with Spot Vision and less with
SureSight. Similarly, previous studies have reported slightly
higher non-cycloplegic J0 values, with the difference ranging between 0.01 D and 0.16 D (12-14,16,19,29). Although
Schimitzek et al. (25) also observed less of a difference between the cycloplegic J0 measurements with SureSight, to
our knowledge, an increase in the J0 values with cycloplegia
with Spot Vision has not previously been observed. Even
though we believe that this results from exaggerated peripheral aberrations due to pupil dilation and the measurement
principles of both devices, studies with larger series may be
helpful to clarify the effect of cycloplegia on astigmatic measurements in both devices. In terms of oblique astigmatic
values, there was a marked agreement in the results of both
devices, particularly with Spot Vision, compared with cycloplegic retinoscopy.
Our results and those of other studies of these devices
have found a series of differences, and it may be meaningful
to consider a 95% limits of agreement values to determine
reliability for clinical use. Our findings indicated that the 95%
limit of agreement of the difference between Spot Vision’s
cycloplegic and non-cycloplegic measurements was between
-3.00 D and 1.30 D, while the corresponding range for SureSight was -3.30 D to 2.10 D. The difference in the measurements of both devices comprises a range of >4.00D. This
seems to be too large for clinical use. As for the cycloplegic
measurements, the range was reduced to 2.50 D for Spot
Vision and 2.00 D for SureSight. The rate of a ±0.50 D differ-
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ence rose from 14.1% to 60% for cycloplegic measurements
with Spot Vision, and from 28.9% to 83.7% for cycloplegic
measurements with SureSight.
Many studies, including our own research, have observed
different levels of accuracy, and while some were at broadly
clinically acceptable levels, these devices were primarily designed to detect amblyogenic risk factors in the preverbal
age group. A complete ophthalmic examination, including
visual acuity measurement of each eye using an acuity wall
chart remains the gold standard in the diagnosis of amblyopia. In addition, the limited measurement ranges of both
devices may restrict the use of these devices in the pediatric
age group, especially in strabismic and anisometropic cases.
In this study, the rate of failure to obtain a refractive value
was 2.4% with Spot Vision and 7.7% with SureSight. The
study population of this study consisted of children who
were to undergo a routine control; the failure rate would
be higher if the study group consisted of patients with a high
prevalence of refractive errors. Additionally, in the presence
of strabismus, it might be more difficult for photoscreeners
to obtain refractive data and might therefore have low rates
of accuracy due to the working principle of analyzing images
of the red reflex (10).
Including only children younger than 36 months of age,
in whom the use of these devices might be most beneficial,
is a strength of the present study. However, there are some
limitations. For example, only patients who were presented
for a routine check-up were enrolled, rather than patients
with high-degree refractive errors who required refractive
correction. Another limitation is that even though retinoscopic measurements were randomly performed by 2 observers, they were not fully blind to the device measurements.
In conclusion, neither photoscreeners nor handheld, wavefront-based refractometer devices have adequate accuracy for
non-cycloplegic clinical use due to the high accommodative capacity in this age group. For cycloplegic assessment, although
wavefront-based assessment yielded similar results to those of
cycloplegic retinoscopy, the question of whether it could be a
suitable alternative to cycloplegic retinoscopy for clinical use
should be addressed in large-scale studies.
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